
Figure 1: ALICE uses 18 di↵erent detector systems, indicated in the figure with their
acronyms. The central detectors are located inside a large solenoid magnet (left side), the
forward Muon arm spectrometer with its dipole magnet is located on the right. The insert
top right is a blow-up of the interaction region showing the 6 layers of the silicon vertex
detector (ITS) and the forward trigger and multiplicity detectors (T0, V0, FMD).

tion emitted by highly relativistic particles which travel through media: Cherenkov radiation
in the eV energy range and transition radiation in the keV range. The HMPID detector is
a single-arm, 10 m2 array of ring imaging Cherenkov counters with liquid radiator and solid
CsI photocathode evaporated on the segmented cathode of multiwire proportional chambers.
It extends the particle identification capabilities toward higher momenta in about 10% of the
barrel acceptance. The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) will identify electrons above 1
GeV to study production rates of heavy quarks (charm and beauty mesons). It consists of
six layers of Xe/CO2 filled time expansion chambers following a composite foam and fibre
radiator and includes a distributed tracking processor in the front-end electronics to select
(i.e. trigger on) interesting events in real time.

Calorimeters: Photons, spanning the range from thermal emission to hard QCD processes,
as well as neutral mesons are measured in the small acceptance, high-resolution and high-
granularity PHOS electromagnetic calorimeter. It is located far from the vertex (4.6 m) and
made of dense scintillating crystals (PbWO4) in order to cope with the large particle density.
A set of multiwire chambers (CPV) in front of PHOS helps with discriminating between
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Motivation ALICE Detector & Datasets
ALICE Detector at LHC 

Inner Tracking System (ITS) | | < 0.9

EMCal: | | < 0.67, 80° <  < 187°

DCal: | | < 0.7,  320° <  < 327°

• 0.22 < | | < 0.67,  260° <  < 320°
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 Correlations of Isolated Photons and Charged HadronsΔφ

Dataset 
pp & p—Pb Collisions at  = 5.02 TeV 


pp: 400K EMCal Triggered Events

p—Pb: 1M EMCal Triggered Events


sNN

Isolated high-  Photons ( ) 
Direct photons produced at leading order 
in hard scattering process ( )

Direct photons constrain the parton 
kinematics from the initial hard scattering

First study of Isolated 𝛾-tagged 
fragmentation in p—Pb at the LHC

pT γiso

qg → qγ

Final Subtraction & Results

ITS Only Charged Particle Tracking  
Charged hadrons measured by the ITS:  

Consistent with performance of standard ALICE tracking (ITS+TPC)

0.5 < ptrack
T < 10 GeV/c

Away-side hadrons 
Low  hadrons are 
sensitive to the parton fragmentation

Hadron  range of 0.12 <   < 0.65

zT ≡ phadron
T /pγ

T

zT zT

Goal: 
Measure the parton 
fragmentation in pp and 
p—Pb & constrain cold 
nuclear matter effects

Photon Selection 



Isolation:  < 1.5 GeV/c 


EMCal Cluster Shower shape:  < 0.3

- square of larger  eigenvalue  of  the  energy  

distribution  in  the  plane

12 < pCluster
T < 40 GeV/c

∑
track ∈ΔR<0.4

ptrack
T − ρ

UE
× π(0.4)2

σ2
long

η − φ
 Background 

Purity measures 
fraction of non-decay 
photons after 
isolation /  cuts

γdecay

σ2
long

Data = N ⋅ f ⋅ templateSIGNAL + N ⋅ (1 − f ) ⋅ templateBACKGROUNDtemplateSIGNAL

Purity of  candidates 

Calculated with template 
fits to data (left)

γiso

S(Δφ, Δη) =
1

Ntrig

d2Nsame

dΔφdΔη

Event Mixing 
Clusters mixed with tracks form minimum bias events

Events paired with according to z-vertex and multiplicity

First use of stable matching algorithm in event-pairing 

- Mixed according to  & multiplicity with no binning requiredvz

M(Δφ, Δη) = α
d2Nmixed

dΔφdΔηmax[M(ΔφΔη)] = 1/α

Subtracting  Contributionγdecay

Correlation functions ( ) measured in bins of




Each cluster and track in correlation function 
weighted at fill time

C
zT ≡ phadron

T /pγ
T

Measurement of -hadron correlation ( ) 

Scaled by 1-Purity and subtracted from -
hadron correlations ( )

γdecay CBR
γiso

CSR

C = P(pγ
T) ⋅ wtrack(pT) ⋅ ΔηΔϕ

wtrack(pT) = ϵ ⋅ (1 − f ) ⋅ b
ϵ = efficiency, f = fake rate, b = pT smearing

correlation function [33]. These methods are described in more detail in the
Analysis section, Sec. 4.

Figure 1.8: Two particle correlations with a high momentum hadron yield a
near side peak around �� = 0 for the trigger jet and an away-side peak around
�� = ⇡ from the opposing jet. The underlying event creates a flat pedestal.

The cartoon is only representative for p+p collisions. The background in
heavy ion collisions is much larger and is not flat since particles in the same
event will be correlated with one another due to elliptic flow. Since we are
interested only in the correlations due to jets, this flow shape must be removed.
We define the jet function as JF(��)=CF(��)-FL(��), where CF(��) is the
angular correlation function and FL(��) is the flow contribution to the two
particle correlations. The flow can be described by a Fourier decomposition,

FL(��) =
X

n

cncos(n��) (1.13)

where the coe�cients are cn = v
t

n
v
a

n
. The traditional view was that all odd

terms canceled due to the symmetries of the collision, while v2, arising from
elliptic flow, was the dominant even order term. Therefore, only v2 is used
for subtracting the flow term from the correlation functions according to Eqn.
1.14 in the RHIC results presented in this thesis. However, recent work has
found that fluctuations in the initial geometry can lead to non-zero odd order
terms and enhance even order terms which maybe responsible for the observed
ridge and shoulder structures discussed briefly later [4, 34].
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Typical 
ZYAM

Δφ

Underlying Event Subtraction 
Substantial uncorrelated background remains 
after  subtraction: γdecay Urem. =

USR − (1 − P) ⋅ UBR

P

CS = ( (CSR) − (1 − P) ⋅ ( )
P )CSR CBR

—charged hadron 
correlations lack near-
side jet peak


ZYAM can be averaged 
over a larger range:

γiso

0.4 < Δφ < π/2

Fully subtracted correlation function in two  - bins 

After  and underlying event subtraction, pp and 
p—Pb correlation function show good agreement

zT
γdecay

Summary

Final Correlation Functions 
Final correlation functions in pp and p—Pb in four -bins:zT

Parton Fragmentation in pp and p—Pb 

 Ratio of away-side yields indicate no 
significant difference between parton 

fragmentation in pp and p—Pb collisions

Direct photons constrain the parton kinematics from the initial hard scattering and final state away side hadrons at low  are sensitive to the parton fragmentation process

No significant difference is observed between pp and p-Pb measurements. Any modification to the  distributions observed in Pb—Pb must be a hot nuclear matter effect

zT
zT

Correlation functions integrated in region of |Δφ | < 2π/3

Template fit for purity measurement

• Data-driven background template
• Signal template from MC
• 1 free parameter
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C(Δφ, Δη) =
S(Δφ, Δη)
M(Δφ, Δη)

See Alwina Liu’s Poster on “Photon identification in the ALICE EMCal using a neural network and template fit”

p—Pb

p—Pb

Purity measurement
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• Purity grows with 𝑝𝑝T up to about 50% 
above 20 GeV/c

• Lower purity at low 𝑝𝑝T is due to low signal-
to-noise in cross-sections (percent level)

p—Pb


